
  The  

 Big  
Business  
   of Tying Small

Does making tiny  
dry flies intimidate you?  

Follow the author’s advice  
to master the fine art of  

tying extra small.
by Caleb Boyle

photography by david klausmeyer
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When I first
started tying flies, I hardly ever attempted making anything 
smaller than size 16. Then one day, I received a tin in the 
mail filled with tiny dry flies and secret midge pupae from 
my friend Steve Yates. After fishing with those flies and 
losing most to gnarly rhododendron bushes, I asked Steve 
if he could send me some more. His reply was, “Nah, you 
can tie ’em. They’re really simple.”

Steve had pushed me out of the fly-tying nest, and 
the first few size 20s I tied were not easy to make. How-
ever, once I got used to the smaller proportions of the tiny 
hooks and mastered some thread control, I lost my phobia 
for tying small patterns. Let me share with you a few keys 
about setting up your fly-tying station and selecting mate-
rials that will make your adventure in tying small dry flies 
less stressful and more successful.

Use the Right Thread
Choosing the right thread is perhaps the easiest and quick-
est way to improve your diminutive dry flies. In theory, tie 
a size 22 dry fly the exact same way you make a size 12; 
the only difference is that the materials are smaller in pro-
portion to match the hook size. Be sure to use a narrower 
size thread when tying all small flies. A 70-denier thread is 
usually acceptable down to a size 18, but anything small-
er might require a midge thread in the 30- to 50-denier 
range. An equal number of wraps, made using thinner 
thread, creates less bulk on the hook shank. Gudebrod, 
Euro Thread, and Uni all make excellent midge threads.

It is crucial to know the exact breaking strength of the 
extra-fine thread you are using. If you have never used 
midge thread, first try wrapping it on a bare hook and 
intentionally breaking the thread several times. This will 
teach you to know—by “feel”—when you’re reaching the 
breaking point. I also like to lighten the drag strength on 
my bobbin when using super-light thread. To lighten the 
drag, bend the bobbin arms out a bit to reduce the pres-
sure on the thread spool; later, you can bend the arms in 
when you switch back to heavier thread.

Here’s one final hint when using small thread: Rough 
fingertips and extra-fine thread are a bad combination. If 
the thread fibers fray while tying, eliminate any burrs from 
your fingertips using fine sandpaper or a pumice stone. 
You might also want to rub a drop of hand lotion on your 
thumb and index fingers to soften the tips.

Hooks and Other Materials
Hook selection for small dry flies depends upon the size 
of the fish I will pursue. The Mustad R30 is an excellent 
fine-wire hook that provides good flotation when fish-
ing for small trout. When larger fish are in the picture, I 
stick to standard-wire hooks such as the Tiemco TMC100  
or equivalent hooks. These standard-wire irons do not 
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1Cut narrow slips from left and right duck quill feathers. Be 
sure the wing slips are similar in width and curve.

2Place the wings together so that they curve outward.

3Measure the wings so that they approximately equal 
the length of the hook. Tie on the wings facing forward 
using a pinch wrap.

4View the fly from the top to confirm that the wings are 
seated symmetrically on top of the hook. If they are not 
symmetrical, you can easily unwrap the thread and re-

tie the wings. A set of quill wings is usually strong enough to 
withstand a couple of attempts.

5Make a half dozen tight thread wraps to finish secur-
ing the wing butts, and clip any excess. Next, grasp the 
wings with your thumb and index finger. Lift the quills 

upright while wrapping the thread tight against the front base 
of the wings.

6Tie on the golden pheasant tippet fibers  at an angle 
on the side of the hook that is facing you. Make more 
thread wraps to secure the butt ends and roll the fibers 

to the top of the hook.                           (Continued next page)

Selecting the proper hooks is the first step to tying 
tiny dry flies. Several manufacturers offer products 
that fulfill our biggest desires for small hooks.

Tying a Tiny Fan-Wing 
Royal Coachman

Fan-Wing Royal 
Coachman
Hook: Mustad R30,  
    size 22.
Thread: Gudebrod
    10/0.
Wing: White duck quills.
Tail: Golden pheasant tippet fibers.
Body: Peacock herl and red floss.
Hackle: Brown.
Note: In the photo we see the Fan-Wing Royal 
    Coachman tied on size 22 and 12 hooks. It’s  
    the same pattern tied in two sizes.
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bend out as easily as fine-wire hooks.
Choosing hackle is another common obstacle when ty-

ing tiny dry flies. Obviously, you want to match the hackle 
to the hook size. You can do this by wrapping hackles 
around the hook to find feathers with fibers that are one 
and a half to two times the width of the hook gap. You can 
also buy a hackle gauge to select the proper feathers; this 
simple tool makes the job much easier.

Finding hackle to tie dry flies smaller than size 20 can 
be challenging. Look for these feathers in the neck area 
of the cape. Typically, higher-quality necks include more 
and longer feathers in this size range. If you plan to tie a 
large batch of tiny flies, an economical solution is to buy 
a “midge saddle.” A midge saddle (a saddle is the patch 
of feathers found on the back of the chicken) includes ex-
tremely long feathers in sizes 18 and smaller. Another alter-
native is to buy packages of pre-sized saddle hackles such 
as Whiting 100 packs. These packages contain enough 
feathers to tie at least 100 flies, and they are available down 
to hook size 20.

Ready, Set, Tie
Don’t strain your eyes when tying tiny dry flies. Using a good 
magnifier and as much light as possible are key to making 
these patterns. I like natural fluorescent light as opposed to 
incandescent bulbs. If you have trouble seeing small flies, a 
clip-on hat magnifier is very helpful, or you might want to 
try using a set of inexpensive reading glasses.

I have found that arranging my fly-tying station in an 
ergonomical fashion is extremely important when tying 
small flies. It is best to adjust furniture to fit your body 
rather than risk a repetitive-motion strain injury. Try using 
a flat chair without armrests to allow unrestricted move-
ment. And most important, lower your chair or raise your 
vise to bring the fly closer to eye level. You still want to 
view the top of the fly, but looking down at a 30-degree 
angle is much better than looking down at a 45-degree 
angle. This position will allow you to relax your shoulders 
and not hunch over while focusing on small flies.

Once you have chosen the materials and set up your 
fly-tying station, tying the fly is relatively easy. Just remem-
ber to keep your thread wraps to a minimum, and don’t 
crowd the hook eye. You’ll use much smaller portions of 
materials; for instance, instead of using a pinch of dub-
bing, use only a wisp. And rather than stripping half the 
fibers from a feather to make the tail of the fly, you might 
need only 8 to 10 fibers.

I hope you enjoy the adventure of tying tiny. And re-
member: You’ll get better with practice.

Caleb Boyle is a hot young tier who lives in North Carolina. 
Caleb has a very bright future in fly tying and fishing. We are 
happy to have added him to the list of contributing authors to 
this magazine.
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7 Finding peacock herl for tying tiny flies can be challeng-
ing. A peacock eye, rather than strung hackle, offers the 
smallest herl fibers.

8Mentally divide the body into thirds. Tie on the herl and 
wrap the first section; this should take no more than 
three or four wraps. Next, clip a 4-inch-long piece of 

floss. Split the floss in half using a sewing needle or bodkin. 
(You might need to slightly untwist the floss while splitting.) 
Tie on the reduced piece of floss about in the middle of the 
hook shank.

9Wrap the floss down and then back up the hook shank; 
the red section of the body contains two layers of mate-
rial. Tie off and snip the excess floss. Tie on and wrap 

the second strand of peacock herl. Tie off and clip the surplus 
herl. The body of our diminutive Royal Wulff looks great.

10Select a properly sized hackle using a hackle gauge 
or by wrapping a prospective feather on the hook. 
Next, cut—rather than strip—the excess fibers 

close to the stem. This leaves little nubs that will keep the 
feather from slipping out from under the thread wraps.

11Tie on the hackle. Next, wax the thread and apply 
an incredibly small wisp of black Superfine Dubbing. 
Wrap the dubbing almost to the hook eye, leaving 

enough space to make the final thread head.

12Wrap the hackle collar. You can carefully pull the 
wings forward to wrap the hackle behind the quills, 
and then pull the wings back to continue wrapping 

the feather up the hook. Tie off the surplus hackle and clip. 
Color two inches of thread using a brown or black permanent 
marker. Wrap a neat thread head, whip-finish, and clip. With 
practice, you will be able to tie this miniature Fan-Wing Royal 
Coachman.

Tying a Tiny Fan-Wing 
Royal Coachman
                                                          Continued

Favorite Midge Threads
Selecting the correct thread is critical when tying 
extra-small flies. These are my favorite narrow-
diameter threads.

Gudebrod 10/0 (45 Denier)
This is my first choice for tying small flies. It flattens just as 
well as Wapsi’s popular UTC 70 denier thread, but it is half 
the size. Gudebrod has discontinued making this thread, but 
Chris Helm, the owner of Whitetail Fly Tieing, purchased the 
remaining supply, and Wapsi Fly is spooling it for him. Chris 
currently sells the thread in 10 different colors. (For more 
information, go to www.whitetailflytieing.com.)

Euro Thread 12/0 (45 Denier)
This is my second choice for an all-purpose midge thread. It 
does not flatten quite so well as the Gudebrod product, but 
it is still a prime midge thread.

Uni-Caenis (20 Denier)
This is the extreme of tiny threads. Uni-Caenis is not much 
thicker than a human hair, and its breaking strength is only 
three ounces. Uni-Caenis is made of monofilament rather 
than polyester or nylon. Other than for tying flies smaller than 
size 26, its application is somewhat limited. But, Uni-Caenis 
has a place on your bench if you plan to tie extra tiny.

Benecchi 12/0 (70 Denier)
Although this thread is listed as size 12/0, it is 70 denier 
(equivalent to many brands of 8/0 thread) and is best suited 
for tying sizes 24 to 16 flies. This thread does not flatten 
quite so much as the Uni or Gudebrod threads.

Uni 17/0 Trico (50 Denier)
This is another choice in ultra-thin threads, but Uni 17/0 
Trico comes only in white; plan to color it with a permanent 
marker when it comes time to tie the head of the fly.

Ultra GSP (50 Denier)
This super-thin gel spun thread is marketed by Wapsi Fly. It 
is available in several useful colors, but the real selling point 
is its breaking strength: a whopping 4 pounds! 
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